
What is storytelling?



Storytelling; the act of telling stories

Employed by every culture and society, storytelling helps us 
explain a core message or idea effectively. We share stories as a 
means of entertainment, education or preserving culture. Stories 
can be factual, fictional, or a little bit of both. 



Why storytelling is important

Because of the way 
they affect us, stories 
are easy to 
remember. 

Stories have the 
unique ability to 
create an emotional 
connection.

Stories carry the 
power to inspire 
and influence.
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A story turns a product into
an experience



Stories help us make 
sense of complex ideas
Think of stories as a tool to simplify data and 
help people understand difficult concepts.

Examples: 

- A teacher using a real-life example to explain 
a math problem

- Apple describing how their products benefit 
you rather than explaining the tech behind it



Stories bring us together
Stories are a universal language. Sharing stories 
gives people a sense of connection and community.

Examples: 

- The story of Christmas is focused on giving 
and spending time with your loved ones. 

- Bombas do more then sell socks. They share 
stories of customers and the people they serve 
through customer purchases. 



Stories inspire us
Everyone has a story; it’s what makes us human. 
Brands are humanized when they share authentic, 
sincere stories. 

Example: 
- Storytelling is part of Nike’s strategy to 

convey its values and authentic character.
‘Just Do It’ inspires people to take action. 



A good story is easy to remember

• 229cc single-cylinder engine 
• 263 lbs. 
• 70mph top speed 
• 5-speed

DATA STORY



What makes a good story?
1. Entertaining. Good stories keep the reader engaged and interested in what’s coming next.

2. Educational. Good stories spark curiosity and add to the reader’s knowledge bank.

3. Universal. Good stories are relatable and tap into emotions and experiences that most people 
undergo.

4. Organized. Good stories follow a succinct organization that helps convey the core message 
and helps readers absorb it.

5. Memorable. Through inspiration, emotion, or humor, good stories stick in the reader’s mind.



Brand storytelling examples  

Starbucks - turning a product into an 
experience  
GoPro - adventure stories told through 
the lens of the customer 

Thor - sharing the adventures 
behind the lifestyle

Whole Foods Market - celebrating 
natural and organic foods through 
maker stories 
Ben & Jerry’s - sharing their values and 
inspiring action 



How to tell your origin story



What is an origin story? 

An origin story is a story about how your 
business came to be. All future stories and 
events should stem from your origin story.



What shapes your story? 

Consider how living in Elkhart County 
shapes your origin story. 

Keep our brand assets and personality traits 
in mind when writing your own origin story. 
You should also think about how the concept 
of ‘Well Crafted” applies to what you do. 



Elements of an origin story

THE 
EVENT 

1. Once upon a time …
(Life before the event)

2. And then …
(Describe the event)

3. Because of that …
(What happened next)

4. Until finally…
(The turning point)

5. So now…
(What you do now) 



1. Once upon a time...

How was your life before 
the life-changing event?
What did you want back then? 
How old were you? 
Where did you live? 
When did this happen?

Example:  The Electric Brew

https://www.facebook.com/TheElkhartBrew/photos/a.1649319688621108/2926251117594619/


2. Then one day...

Describe your life-changing event
If possible, tell this section as a scene 
with details that the reader can 
connect with (visualize, hear, smell).

Example: Janus Motorcycles

https://www.janusmotorcycles.com/about-us/


3. Because of that...

What happened next?
What relevant events were then set in 
motion?  What obstacles did you have to 
overcome? 

Example: Carved

https://www.facebook.com/carvedllc/posts/3603262379778325


4.  Until finally...

What was the turning point?
Describe the moment when you 
really committed to a new direction. 
Reflect on how you changed 
and what you learned. 

Example:  That Guy's Gourmet Ribs

https://www.facebook.com/thatguysgourmetribs/


5. So now...

What you do now
Last but not least, 
describe what you 
do now, and connect
it to the story.

Example:  Jayco

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyZ_ePwDMBo


The storytelling process



The storytelling process 
As a business, you will have lots of facts, figures, and messages to get across in 
one story. These steps will help you tell your story to the your most 
enthusiastic fans in the most effective way. 

1. Know your audience.
2. Define your core message.
3. Decide what kind of story you’re telling.
4. Establish your call-to-action.
5. Choose your story medium.
6. Write. 
7. Share and respond.  



1. Know your audience
Who wants to hear your story? 
Who will benefit the most and respond best?  To create a compelling tale, 
you need to have a solid understanding of your audience. 

Cultural Explorer
Reason to explore 

Creatives
Reason to stay

Roadtrippers
Reason to stop  



2. Define your core message
Every story needs a core message. 

• Is your story selling a product 
or promoting an event

• Explaining a service or 
discussing an issue

• What is the point of your story



3.  Decide what kind of story you’re telling
To determine what kind of story you’re telling, 
work out how you want your audience to react. 
This process will help you determine how you’re 
going to tell your story and what objective you’re 
pursuing.

Storytelling goals: 
• Incite action
• Tell people about yourself
• Convey values
• Foster community or collaboration Example: Soapy Gnome

https://youtu.be/se0lQ6qRQJ4


4.  Establish your call-to-action (CTA) 
Your CTA will establish the action you’d like 
your audience to take after reading, hearing, 
or watching your story.

• What do you want your audience to do 
after consuming your story

• Do you want them to try or buy a product, 
subscribe to a newsletter, or sign up for a 
tour

Remember: Outline this goal alongside your 
objective in Step 3 to make sure they line up!



5. Choose your story medium
Stories can take many forms. Your chosen story medium depends on your type 
of story as well as resources.

• A written story - articles, blog posts, books. 
• A spoken story - told in person, like a presentation, pitch, or panel. TED 

talks are considered spoken stories. 
• An audio story - recorded stories, usually in podcast form, and are more 

affordable than ever to create.  
• A digital story - video, animation, interactive stories, and even games. 

Most effective for emotionally resonant stories.



6.  Write
Start crafting your story.
With your core message, audience 
objective, and call-to-action 
already established, this step is 
simply about adding detail and 
creative flair to your story. 

Example: 
The IN Crowd - Janus Motorcycles

https://visitindiana.com/INcrowd?asset=2581-wl-b573511c-018d-4be8-bc38-c0314e29dc6d


7. Share and respond

After creating content, leave time to share it on the most suitable channel and stick 
around to chat with the audience. If your time is limited, focus on at least answering 
any questions left by your audience.  

• Social media

• Email

• Blog, guest post on another blog or publication 

• YouTube, Vimeo

• Podcast platforms 


